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Passive vapor generation systems with interfacial solar heat localization
enable high-eﬃciency low-cost desalination. In particular, recent

Broader context

progress combining interfacial solar heating and vaporization

Seawater desalination is a promising technology to address global scarcity of
clean drinking water. Although several commercial approaches such as
multistage flash and reverse osmosis exist at large-scales, they are not
suited for developing regions due to the requirement of well-established
infrastructure, centralized installation and significant energy consumption.
Previous works using interfacial solar vapor generation in a portable floating
structure enable passive desalination or distillation in various oﬀ-grid areas.
However, the solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency, defined as the ratio of total
vaporization enthalpy to total solar energy input, for most previous studies
has been limited to below 100% as the vaporization enthalpy is lost to the
ambient environment. Recent progress combining interfacial solar heating
with vaporization enthalpy recycling experimentally demonstrated a
significant improvement in solar desalination performance. However, the
overall demonstrated performance is still limited compared to what is
theoretically achievable. In this work, we demonstrate a thermally-localized
multistage solar still for desalination that enables ultra-high eﬃciency via a
detailed investigation of the heat and mass transport mechanisms. We show
the potential of our approach using a scalable, low-cost, ten-stage device
which achieved a solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency of 385% and total
production rate of 5.78 L m2 h1 under one-sun illumination. The
prototype device also addresses practical issues related to device operability
including water collection and salt-rejection. Our experiments show that
more than 75% of the vaporized water was collected through condensation.
The salt-rejection capability was demonstrated by operating the device
continuously during the daytime and allowing the accumulated salt to be
passively rejected through diﬀusion during the night time. The design
principles and device architecture demonstrated in this work could enable
high-eﬃciency passive desalination technologies as well as other solar
thermal applications.

enthalpy recycling through a capillary-fed multistage architecture,
known as the thermally-localized multistage solar still (TMSS),
significantly improves the performance of passive solar desalination.
Yet, state-of-the-art experimental demonstrations of solar-to-vapor
conversion eﬃciency are still limited since the dominant factors and
the general design principle for TMSS were not well-understood. In
this work, we show optimizing the overall heat and mass transport in
a multistage configuration plays a key role for further improving the
performance. This understanding also increases the flexibility of
material choices for the TMSS design. Using a low-cost and freeof-salt accumulation TMSS architecture, we experimentally demonstrated a record-high solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency of 385%
with a production rate of 5.78 L m2 h1 under one-sun illumination,
where more than 75% of the total production was collected through
condensation. This work not only significantly improves the performance
of existing passive solar desalination technologies for portable and
aﬀordable drinking water, but also provides a comprehensive physical
understanding and optimization principle for TMSS systems.

Water scarcity has become an increasingly severe global challenge
as more than one-third of the world’s population is aﬀected by water
shortage.1,2 Seawater desalination is regarded as one of the most
eﬀective solutions to address water scarcity.3 In the last decade,
commercial large-scale desalination facilities including the newly
built reverse osmosis plants and legacy installations with multistage flash evaporation and multi-eﬀect distillation have partly
relieved the water-shortage stress.4,5 However, these technologies
require well-developed infrastructure and centralized installations,
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which are not available in many developing regions.6 Passive solar
desalination systems with simple configuration and oﬀ-grid
operation are attractive for several developing regions with
abundant solar energy and seawater,7–9 but the high cost of
water production and large area requirements from low conversion
efficiency (B35% from solar energy to water) have limited their
adoption thus far.8,10,11
Recent developments in small-scale, aﬀordable, passive and
high-eﬃciency solar vapor generation for seawater desalination
have leveraged interfacial solar heat localization and material
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innovations to improve energy conversion eﬃciency.12–27 However,
the solar-to-vapor conversion efficiency is below 100%, if the vaporization enthalpy is lost to the surrounding environment.8,27,28 Thus,
harvesting and reusing the vaporization enthalpy is the key to
enhance energy conversion efficiency.29 Although this concept
has already been widely deployed in the large-scale multipleeffect distillation plants4 and some conventional solar stills,30
realizing effective enthalpy recycling in small-scale systems with
solar heat localization poses significant technological challenges. Few recent studies have demonstrated portable systems
with solar heat localization which recycled vaporization enthalpy to
generate electricity (with 1.23% electricity conversion efficiency25),
drive extra evaporation (with 72% 31 and 138% 32 total solar-to-vapor
conversion efficiencies), or produce fresh water and electricity
simultaneously (with 4110% solar-to-vapor conversion efficiency
and 11% electricity conversion efficiency33). However, the demonstrated solar-to-vapor conversion efficiency – slightly above 100% –
is still limited in comparison to what is theoretically achievable.
While most of the recent experimental demonstrations
mainly focused on combining the benefits of multiple stages
and heat localization to achieve a higher performance for solar
desalination, the fundamental limits to the overall performance
and the corresponding design strategies were not explored.29
Therefore, opportunities to further develop a low-cost and highperformance architecture were not demonstrated. To tackle this
challenge, we performed analysis to obtain a fundamental
understanding of heat and mass transport within the device,
which leads to an optimized design approaching the theoretical
limit. We also fabricated a ten-stage salt-accumulation-free
TMSS prototype using low-cost materials and demonstrated a
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record-high solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency of 385% with
production rate of 5.78 L m2 h1 under one-sun illumination.
Fig. 1 shows the basic concept of the TMSS. The first stage
facing the incident sunlight consists of a layer of opticallytransparent silica aerogel thermal insulation, a solar absorber,
a capillary wick and a condenser which are aligned along the
direction of solar illumination (Fig. 1a). Each of the subsequent
stages is composed of a capillary wick and a condenser separated
by an air gap (Fig. 1b). The condenser of the last stage is inserted
into the bulk brine to maintain its temperature close to the
ambient environment, which ensures a large vapor pressure
gradient across each stage. The solar absorber, sandwiched
between the silica aerogel layer and the first capillary wick,
converts solar energy into heat. The silica aerogel suppresses
heat losses from the solar absorber through conduction, convection, and radiation, due to its ultralow thermal conductivity
and high infrared opacity.34–36 Thermal energy is transferred
from the absorber to the capillary wick attached on the backside, where brine is driven up by capillarity and evaporates due
to the elevated temperature. Vapor travels across the air gap
between the evaporator and condenser, releasing thermal
energy through condensation. The condensed clean water at
each stage is collected, while the released thermal energy is
transferred to drive evaporation in the next stage (Fig. 1a and b),
realizing enthalpy recycling.
The TMSS architecture enables high-performance desalination
due to three key attributes that optimize heat and mass transport.
First, vaporization enthalpy recycling is realized by the multistage
configuration, where the latent heat released from the previous
stage is harnessed by the next stage to induce evaporation.

Fig. 1 Conceptual schematic of the TMSS device architecture. (a) Key components in the first stage of TMSS. The first stage consists of a solartransparent monolithic silica aerogel thermal insulator, a solar absorber, a capillary wick, and a condenser. Solar energy is converted into heat and
transferred from the absorber to the thin capillary wick. Evaporation occurs on the capillary wick due to interfacial heating. Brine is pumped from the
reservoir due to capillary pressure to compensate for the loss of liquid in the capillary wick. The generated vapor travels across the air gap and condenses
at the condenser. (b) Vaporization enthalpy recycling enabled by the TMSS architecture. Thermal energy released from condensation is transferred to the
capillary wick, attached to the condenser of the previous stage, which drives evaporation in the next stage. The condenser of the last stage is inserted into
the bulk brine to maintain a temperature close to ambient.
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Secondly, unlike conventional interfacial solar heat localization
approaches whose performance relies on thermally-insulating
wicking materials that allow solar absorption and water
evaporation at the same interface, the TMSS architecture
decouples these functionalities where the solar absorption
occurs on the front side while the interfacial heating and
resultant evaporation are on the other side. This design provides
more flexibility and permits the use of low-cost materials since
it is possible to use any commercially available solar absorber
having no wicking ability and any aﬀordable capillary wick
regardless of their solar absorptance. Finally, the vertically
aligned layers with tunable tilt angles can significantly reduce
the parasitic heat loss due to the negligible area of contact
between the thin film evaporator and bulk brine (Fig. 1a), and
enable operation for diﬀerent sun positions due to geographical
and seasonal variations.
To achieve the best performance, many design parameters
including the width of the device a, air gap thickness b of each
unit stage and the total number of stages n should be optimized
(Fig. S1, ESI†). We chose a unit stage height of 10 cm since it is
approximately equal to the wicking length of the capillary
wick.37 The choice of b and n was determined by considering
the heat and mass transport in each stage. Specifically, reducing
b can decrease the vapor transport resistance but increase the
conduction loss through the gap. Although this conduction loss
at a given stage can be reused by the next stage to promote
evaporation, it reduces vapor generation at the previous highertemperature stage leading to a decrease in the overall solar-tovapor conversion eﬃciency. On the other hand, while increasing
n always improves the overall performance in theory, in practice
however, the benefit of adding more stages diminishes once the
number of total stages is suﬃciently large due to the inevitable
heat loss from the sidewall. For this reason, the number of
stages should also be optimized to ensure high solar-to-vapor
conversion eﬃciency while avoiding additional cost of excessive
stages. To determine the optimal configuration of the TMSS, we
developed a theoretical model which describes these coupled
eﬀects of heat and mass transport (Fig. S1, ESI†).38 Our theoretical
analysis shows that an optimized air gap thickness exists for a
given device height. For a = 10 cm, used in this study, the
optimized b E 2.5 mm, corresponding to a peak solar-to-vapor
conversion eﬃciency Z E 650% (Fig. S2a and b, ESI†). In this
configuration (i.e., a = 10 cm and b = 2.5 mm), the improvement of
overall performance with the increase of the number of stages
becomes insignificant when n 4 20 (e.g., when n = 20, Z = 600%).
Based on practical considerations, we chose b = 5 mm to ensure
the gap is larger than the typical droplet size on the condenser so
that the condensate does not touch the evaporator and can
be collected. For the proof-of-concept demonstration, we chose
n = 10 to keep the device small and portable. Since this
configuration (with a = 10 cm, b = 5 mm and n = 10) is close
to the global optimal point, the predicted solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency is as high as 417% (Fig. S2b, ESI†). In
addition, the theoretical model showed that eﬀective thermal
insulation of the sidewall is crucial to improve the eﬃciency
since the heat loss from the side cannot be reused by the
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following stages (Fig. S2c, ESI†). For this reason, we added
1.27 cm thick sidewall thermal insulation (thermal conductivity
E 0.022 W m1 K1) to the prototype and incorporated its
eﬀect in the theoretical calculation. The theoretical analysis
also demonstrated that it is critical to develop device design
guidelines based on a fundamental understanding of heat and
mass transport. Imprecise choice of design parameters can
result in sub-optimal performance – for example, the solar-tovapor conversion efficiency of a ten-stage device will decrease
from 417% to 300% when the air gap is shrunk to 100 mm due
to increased conduction loss, while the efficiency will be less
than 250% when the air gap is larger than 1.5 cm owing to
greater vapor transport resistance (Fig. S2b, ESI†).
Fig. 2a shows the prototype TMSS fabricated based on the
design optimization described earlier. This ten-stage device
consists of eleven nylon frames (Nylon PA12) which were fabricated using 3D printing (Fig. S3, ESI†). A 10  10 cm2 commercial
spectrally selective solar absorber (B-SX/T-L/Z-Z-1.88, LinuoParadigma) was embedded at the back of the first frame where
a piece of glass (10  10 cm2 area and 1 mm thick) with antireflection (AR) coating covered the front to protect the solar
absorber (Fig. 2a). A monolithic silica aerogel (about 9.5 
9.5 cm2 and 5 mm thick) was placed between the solar absorber
and the glass cover and served as transparent thermal insulation
(Fig. S4, S5, ESI†). The other ten frames were identical (Fig. 2b).
The condenser of each stage was a 0.5 mm thick aluminum plate
(10  10 cm2) which was fit into the frame from the back (Fig. 2b
and Fig. S4, ESI†). To accelerate the removal of condensed water
and avoid flooding, the condenser was coated with E1 mm thick
Teflon AF to enable dropwise condensation (Fig. 2b and Note S.3,
ESI†).39,40 The advancing and receding contact angles on the
hydrophobic coating were 108.21 and 103.21, respectively (Fig. 2c
and d). The small contact angle hysteresis (E51) allowed the
condensed droplets of millimeter scale to be easily removed by
gravity. To collect the desalinated water eﬃciently, a slot with
E5.71 tilt angle was fabricated at the bottom of the frame
which was connected to an outlet at the end (Fig. S3, ESI†). The
high transparency (495%) of the AR-coated glass and silica
aerogel, as well as the high absorptance (E93%) of the solar
absorber in the solar spectrum were confirmed by the UV-VisNIR spectrophotometer measurements (Fig. 2e). Due to the
material flexibility of our new architecture, we used low-cost
paper towels (Create-a-Size Paper Towels, Kirkland Signaturet)
as the capillary wick (with 10 cm width and 15 cm length),
which was attached on the back of each condenser (Fig. 2f). The
loosely packed cellulose fibers created numerous micropores
(E10 to 100 mm in diameter, Fig. 2g and h) which generated
capillary pressure and enabled fast water transport. The total
estimated material cost of this prototype based on retailers was
E$1.54 including the AR-coated glass, silica aerogel, solar
absorber, paper towel evaporators, aluminum condensers and
nylon frames (Note S.5, ESI†). Since nylon frames account for
more than 70% of the cost, it is possible to further reduce the
cost by replacing the existing partially-hollow frame design with
fully-hollow structures to save material or switching to other
cheaper alternatives.
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Fig. 2 Design and characterization of the ten-stage TMSS prototype. (a) Optical image of the device. The prototype was composed of eleven nylon
frames, one solar absorber covered by a silica aerogel monolith, ten Teflon AF-coated aluminum condensers, and ten cellulose fiber (paper towel) evaporators.
A piece of AR-coated glass was placed in front of the first stage to protect the silica aerogel and solar absorber. Eleven thermocouples were attached on the
evaporator/condenser of each stage to monitor its temperature. One extra thermocouple was used to record the ambient temperature. (b) Optical image of the
unit stages of the TMSS prototype. The nylon frame acted as a spacer to maintain the 5 mm thick air gap between the evaporator and condenser in each stage.
A 0.5 mm thick aluminum plate with 1 mm thick Teflon AF hydrophobic coating was embedded into each frame as the condenser. Hydrophobic coating
(c) advancing contact angle (E108.21), and (d) receding contact angle (E103.21) characterization. (e) Transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) spectra characterized
by UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer. The AR-coated glass and silica aerogel transmitted nearly all of the incident solar radiation, while the low reflectance in the
0.3 to 1.5 mm wavelength range indicated high absorption of solar flux. The high reflectance of the solar absorber at longer wavelengths (41.5 mm) reduced the
thermal radiation loss. The solar spectrum and blackbody spectrum at 80 1C are plotted for reference. (f) Optical image of a representative evaporator attached
on the back of a condenser. We used a low-cost paper towel as the evaporator which had high wickability due to its microporous structure. (g) and (h) show SEM
images of the microporous structure of the evaporator. The loosely packed woven fibers created numerous pores with 10–100 mm in diameter.

The performance of the TMSS prototype was characterized
in a laboratory environment (Note S.4, ESI†). Fig. 3a shows a
schematic of the experimental setup. A solar simulator (92192,
Newport Oriel Inc.) was used to provide uniform solar illumination
(1000 W m2, one-sun). The TMSS device was supported by an
acrylic box with an opening on the top for the capillary wicks to
access the water reservoir. A balance (SJX6201N/E, Ohaus) was
used to measure the mass loss of the reservoir continuously. An
1.27 cm thick thermal insulation (Super Tuﬀ-Rt, Dupont,
thermal conductivity E0.022 W m1 K1) was installed on the
side wall to reduce the heat loss (Fig. S6, ESI†). To perform
detailed thermal characterization, twelve thermocouples were
used to measure the real-time temperature response where the
first ten thermocouples monitored the evaporator/condenser
temperature of each stage (labeled as T1 to T10 respectively),
while the remaining two thermocouples recorded the condenser
temperature of the last stage (Tb) and the ambient temperature
(Tamb), respectively (Fig. 2a and 3a). The temperature and mass
loss data were collected by data acquisition equipment (34972A,
Agilent) and processed by a computer. The transient temperature
behavior of ten stages during a 3-hour operation is shown in

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Fig. 3b. Because of the high thermal resistance of the silica
aerogel and sidewall insulation, the temperature of the first stage
rapidly increased to 60 1C (T1) within 15 minutes and reached as
high as 72 1C in steady state. The remaining stages were heated
sequentially and gradually reached their steady states. After
100 minutes, all stages reached steady states. Although the
condenser of the last stage was inserted into the water reservoir,
its temperature still rose slightly above the ambient temperature
(Tb E 25 1C) in steady state due to the thermal resistance
through the thin aluminum sheet. Fig. 3c shows the change
in weight of the reservoir during the test. The rate of mass
change for the 10-stage device increased gradually and maintained at a constant value of E0.89 g min1 after the thermal
steady state was established. This dynamic behavior was precisely
described by our time-dependent numerical model, also shown in
Fig. 3c, which considers the temperature-dependent vapor
concentration and diﬀusion at each stage (Note S.6, ESI†). The
condensed water began to flow out from the outlet of the first
stage approximately 8 minutes after turning on the solar flux,
followed sequentially by the rest of the outlets (Video S1, ESI†).
When the TMSS reached steady-state operation after 100 minutes,
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Fig. 3 Performance of the ten-stage TMSS device. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. A solar simulator provided the 1000 W m2 solar flux.
The real-time mass loss of the reservoir was measured using a balance and the temperature variations were characterized by twelve thermocouples –
both recorded by a data acquisition equipment (DAQ) and processed by a computer (PC). (b) Temperature evolution of each stage during a 3-hour test. The
temperature of the condenser in the last stage was maintained close to the ambient temperature throughout the test. It took the first stage
E50 minutes and the entire TMSS device E100 minutes to reach thermal steady state. (c) Real-time mass loss of the ten-stage device and a one-stage
device for comparison. The evaporation in dark conditions (labeled as Dark evaporation) is also shown for reference. Experimental results agree well with
simulations which used the experimentally measured temperature as the input. (d) Temperature and corresponding vapor mass flux of each stage during
steady state. The uncertainty in the temperature, measured using K-type thermocouples, was 1.5 1C. The vapor mass fluxes of each stage were evaluated
using Fick’s law of diffusion based on the temperature measurements and the corresponding uncertainties were propagated based on the temperaturedependent vapor concentration and diffusivity (Note S.6, ESI†). (e) Solar-to-vapor conversion efficiency of a thermally insulted ten-stage TMSS device
compared with a one-stage and an uninsulated ten-stage device. The solar-to-vapor conversion efficiency of the ten-stage was approximately five times
that of the one-stage device. Removing the sidewall thermal insulation led to a E100% (from 385% to 286%) reduction in the solar-to-vapor conversion
efficiency for the ten-stage device. Experimental results show good agreement with numerical simulation.

continuous water flow was observed from all ten outlets (Video S2,
ESI†). We measured E150 g total mass loss and collected 113 g
condensed water from ten outlets after the 3-hour test, indicating
E75% water collection. The discrepancy between the total mass of
water lost and collected was due to the small droplets pinned on
the condenser layers and leakage of vapor during operation. The
collection eﬃciency can be further enhanced by increasing the
condenser hydrophobicity and improving the sealing of each
stage. Subtracting the contribution of evaporation in dark
conditions (Fig. 3c) from the steady-state mass loss rate, the
vapor production rate of our ten-stage TMSS under steady-state
operation was 5.78 L m2 h1.
The solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency Z can be calculated
from the production rate and is given by,
Z¼

_ fg
mh
qsolar 0 0 A

(1)

:
where m is the vapor production rate under steady state, hfg
is the enthalpy of water vaporization, qsolar00 is the input solar
flux (1000 W m2), and A is the eﬀective solar absorbing area.
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In this study, we used hfg = 2394 kJ kg1, which corresponds to
the latent heat at 45 1C, i.e., the average vapor temperature. To
be conservative, we did not include the contribution of sensible
heat to the solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency in our calculation. The eﬀective absorbing area was A = 9.6  9.6 cm2 as
defined by the aperture size of the frame. The demonstrated
cumulative solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency of this ten-stage
TMSS prototype was 385%, which agrees well with the theoretically
predicted performance (417%). The corresponding gained output
ratio (GOR), representing the number of times the latent heat has
been reused,29 is larger than four, indicating an eﬃcient reuse of
vaporization enthalpy based on the current design.
To further understand the heat and mass transport mechanism
within the TMSS, we analyzed the temperature and vapor flux at
each stage during the steady state (Fig. 3d). The temperature of
each stage was averaged within the last hour of the measurement (i.e., from 120 to 180 minutes of the test). The temperature
showed a nearly linear decay across the stages due to the similar
thermal resistance of each stage. To elucidate the contribution
of each stage to the total water production, we calculated the
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saturated vapor concentration based on the evaporator temperature
and estimated the vapor flux using Fick’s law of diﬀusion (Note S.6,
ESI†). The uncertainty of vapor flux was evaluated by propagating
uncertainties of mass diﬀusivity and vapor concentration due to the
temperature fluctuations (Note S.6, ESI†). The vapor mass flux
showed an exponential decrease with the stage number (Fig. 3d)
due to the sidewall heat loss and the nonlinear relationship
between temperature and vapor concentration. The first several
stages contributed the most to the total eﬃciency – with the first
three stages accounting for 45% of the total vapor flux. This result
shows the importance of optimizing the number of stages since
the marginal benefit of adding more stages monotonically
decreases while the material cost of each stage remains constant.
To show the significance of vaporization enthalpy recycling,
we compared the performance of the ten-stage device with a
single-stage device. The demonstrated solar-to-vapor conversion
eﬃciency of the one-stage device with thermal insulation was
only 81% (Fig. 3e) which agreed well with the theoretically
predicted eﬃciency (83%). The corresponding water production
rate was 1.21 L m2 h1, which is about five-time smaller than
the performance of the ten-stage design (Fig. 3c). For this onestage device, conduction across the air gap and convection and
radiation at the front were dominant sources of loss. Heat loss
from the sidewall was negligible for one-stage device due to the
small sidewall area. To elucidate the importance of thermal
design, we compared the performance of a thermally insulated
ten-stage device with a ten-stage device without sidewall insulation.
The solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency of the non-insulated
ten-stage device degraded to only 286% if the sidewall thermal
insulation was removed, where the corresponding predicted
eﬃciency was 326% (Fig. 3e).
Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the demonstrated solar-tovapor conversion eﬃciency of our TMSS prototype with several
recent works on passive solar vapor generation and desalination.
We achieved a record-high solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency

Energy & Environmental Science
using this ten-stage TMSS device with optimized heat and mass
transport performance. The solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency
achieved by most past works was below 100% as the thermal energy
released from condensation was not reused. Some very recent works
which utilized vaporization enthalpy recycling achieved better performance. Li et al. demonstrated 72.2% solar-to-vapor conversion
eﬃciency in conjunction with 1.23% electricity conversion eﬃciency
under 30-sun illumination.25 Chiavazzo et al. presented the first
experimental demonstration to surpass 100% eﬃciency using
vaporization enthalpy recycling.32 They achieved 218% energy
eﬃciency on a membrane-based ten-stage device using electrical
heating, while the eﬃciency decreased to 138% when the device was
powered by solar illumination.32 Wang et al. used similarly
membrane distillation with enthalpy recycling, and 195% solarto-vapor conversion eﬃciency was achieved.33 In comparison,
this work nearly doubled the best reported performance using
unconcentrated sunlight as the input with advanced heat and
mass transfer design.
We also studied the desalination performance of the TMSS
prototype using simulated seawater with 3.5 wt% NaCl. After
desalination, the salinity of the water (0.0005 wt%) was reduced
by four orders of magnitude (Fig. 5a), which is significantly
lower than the global drinking water standard set by the World
Health Organization (0.02 wt%, WHO).44 As the salt-accumulation
is one of the major barriers for continuous operation,8,45–47 we
tested the salt-rejection performance of the TMSS prototype. To do
so, we exposed the first stage of the TMSS device to 1.5 sun
illumination (1500 W m2) for 3.5 hours to simulate continuous
operation over a day. The total solar irradiation is 5.25 kW h m2,
which is larger than the US annual average daily solar irradiation
(E4.5 kW h m2).48 After the 3.5-hour test, we turned off the solar
simulator to emulate night time conditions. These operating
conditions with high solar flux (1.5 sun) simulated a severe
condition which should accelerate salt accumulation and
reduce the total diffusion time. Fig. 5b shows the dynamics of

Fig. 4 Comparison of the production rate and solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency with previous reports. Triangles and circles represent solar still
experiments (with water collection) and vapor generation experiments (no water collection), respectively. Most of the previous works used interfacial
solar heat localization and evaporation on capillary structures.12,14,15,17–22,24–27,41 The solid markers represent the corresponding studies using multistage
configurations.32,33,42 The diamond marker represents evaporation driven by electrical heating (900 W m2).32 The grey-dashed line indicates the
efficiency limit (100%) if the vaporization enthalpy is not reused. Most of experiments were performed under one-sun illumination whereas [a], [b], [c] and
[g] were under about 600 W m2 solar flux,10,42 [d] was under 700 W m2 solar illumination,11 [e] was under 570 W m2 solar illumination,43 [f] was under
900 W m2 electrical heating.32
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Fig. 5 Solar desalination and salt-rejection performance of the prototype. (a) Salinity of the simulated seawater before and after desalination. The salinity
of the water produced by the TMSS prototype was two orders of magnitude lower than the drinking water standard provided by WHO (green-dashed
line). (b) Salt-rejection performance during a daytime salt accumulation period and a night time salt diﬀusion cycle. 1500 W m2 solar illumination was
supplied to the TMSS prototype over 3.5 hours to simulate total daily solar irradiation. The largest image at the center shows the evaporator before the
experiment started (without salt accumulation). Salt accumulation was observed after two hours on the farthest corners to the reservoir, which had the
largest diﬀusion resistance. After the solar simulator was turned oﬀ, the accumulated salt diﬀused back to the reservoir gradually. The white-dashed box
shows the area where most of salt accumulated during the test. The black and white-dashed lines serve as a visual guide and show the approximate area
covered by salt and its evolution with time. The scale bars represent one centimeter.

salt accumulation and rejection during an 18.5-hour test.
Overall, the evaporator exhibited high salt-rejection capability
throughout the test. Salt accumulation was only observed at the
two upper corners which had the largest diffusion resistance
since they were the farthest distance from the bulk brine. We
show detailed evolution of salt accumulation and diffusion at
one of these two upper corners (white-dashed box, Fig. 5b). Salt
crystals did not appear during the first two hours due to the
high solubility of NaCl in water (35.7 mg ml1) and the relatively
high diffusive transport of salt in the evaporator. After two
hours, salt began to crystallize and accumulate at the corner.
After 3.5-hour operation, the crystallized salt covered approximately 45% of the 4  4 cm2 area at the corner. The curved
black-dashed lines serve as visual guides to show the evolution
of salt accumulation. After the solar simulator was turned off,
the salt began to diffuse back and the salt accumulation region,
depicted by the curved white-dashed lines, depleted. Almost all
of the salt on the evaporator diffused back to the bulk brine
after 15 hours, indicating adequate salt-rejection performance.
While the laboratory experiment with constant solar flux
characterized the performance of our TMSS prototype under a
controlled environment, realistic weather conditions outdoor
will inevitably impose dynamic eﬀects such as clouds, solar flux
and ambient temperature fluctuations on the proposed device.
To further understand the device performance under such
conditions, we performed an outdoor experiment on a partly
sunny day with scattered clouds (July 13, 2019). The experimental
setup was placed on a rooftop at MIT campus (Cambridge, MA,
USA) where the ten-stage TMSS prototype was fixed on a frame
with 301 tilt angle (Fig. 6a and b). Twelve thermocouples were
used to characterize the temperature variations of each stage, and
a pyranometer (LP-02, Hukseflux) with the same tilt angle was
used to measure the incident solar flux on the absorber (Fig. 6a).
The condensed water produced by each stage was collected by an
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100 ml graduated cylinder where the real-time variation of the
water level during the test was recorded by a camera (Fig. 6b). The
total mass loss of the water reservoir was measured by a balance.
The experiment started at 11:10 am (local time) and ended
around 4:00 pm (local time). The temperature of each stage rose
up rapidly during the first one hour where the temperature of
solar absorber reached more than 30 1C higher than the ambient
temperature (Fig. 6c). Water began to flow out from the first stage
after 20 minutes (Video S3, ESI†). The solar flux varied significantly from E200 to 800 W m2 due to the scattered clouds
(Fig. 6d and Video S3, ESI†), leading to fluctuations of the solar
absorber temperature (Fig. 6c). In particular, each spike in the
measured solar flux due to the clouds corresponds to a temperature drop-and-recovery (Fig. 6d). The temperature decreased
rapidly with the decrease of solar flux and took a longer time
(E10 minutes) to recover the peak temperature due to thermal
inertia (Fig. 6c). Since the weather became cloudier in the afternoon (Fig. 6d), the corresponding solar absorber temperature was
more unstable (E50–65 1C). The temperature fluctuation in each
stage led to variation in water collection rate (E10–20 ml h1),
which was extracted from the water level in the graduated
cylinder (Video S3, ESI†). Fig. 6e shows the increase in water
level over the collection period. We collected 72 ml of water
in total during 4.5 hours, which corresponds to an average
productivity of 2.6 L kW1 h1. Although the cloudy weather
and solar flux fluctuation can significantly degrade the overall
performance, this ten-stage TMSS prototype still demonstrates
a record-high outdoor productivity compared with current
state-of-the-art technologies.27,32 To meet the average daily
water intake for one adult (E3.2 L),49 100 TMSS devices can
be placed into a 10  10 array, filling an 1 m2 area, which would
provide approximately 10–20 L of clean water every day depending
on the weather condition. The upper bound of the water production
is according to the performance in laboratory conditions, while the
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Fig. 6 Outdoor experiments with the ten-stage TMSS prototype on a partly sunny day with scattered clouds on a rooftop at MIT campus (July 13, 2019).
(a) Experimental setup. The experimental test rig consisted of (1) a ten-stage TMSS device, (2) a water reservoir, (3) an aluminum extrusion frame, (4) a
pyranometer, (5) an 100 ml graduated cylinder, (6) a balance, and (7) a computer. (b) Schematic of the experimental setup. The TMSS device was tilted by
301 to face the sunlight. Condensed water was collected in an 100 ml graduated cylinder where the real-time change of water level was recorded by a
camera. (c) Real-time temperature variation of each stage and ambient environment during the outdoor test. (d) Variation in solar flux and water
collection rate over time. The significant fluctuation of solar flux due to clouds, led to variation in water collections rate over time. The peak collection
rate was 20 ml h1. (e) Time-lapse images of the collected water in the graduated cylinder. The scale bar represents three centimeters.

lower bound of water production is estimated from the outdoor
performance with a partly sunny day.

Conclusions
In summary, we developed a thermally-localized multistage
solar still (TMSS) that uses the concept of interfacial solar heat
localization and vaporization enthalpy recycling. We show the
bottleneck of TMSS performance is the heat and mass transport
through the device, which can be significantly improved by
optimizing the device geometry (including the evaporator size
and the air gap thickness), number of stages, and sidewall
thermal insulation. According to the proposed design strategy,
a ten-stage TMSS prototype was built based on optimized
design parameters using low-cost materials, and then tested
under both laboratory and outdoor environments. A record-high
solar-to-vapor conversion eﬃciency of 385% with a water evaporation
rate of 5.78 L m2 h1 was demonstrated based on our design. The
GOR of this TMSS design was larger than four. The dynamic
behavior of heat and mass transport in each stage was characterized
experimentally and analyzed theoretically. High desalination and
salt-rejection capabilities were also experimentally confirmed
using simulated seawater. This work describes the possibility of

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

achieving high-performance desalination enabled by a systemlevel heat and mass transport analysis, and demonstrates a
practical solution with the TMSS architecture for various oﬀ-grid
and water-stressed areas.
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